Development of a control system for an omni-directional vehicle with step-climbing ability
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Abstract—This paper proposes a control method for wheels to pass over rough terrain. In our previous work, we have developed a holonomic mobile mechanism capable of running over steps. The mechanism realizes omni-directional motion on a flat floor and passes over uneven ground in forward and backward directions. The vehicle has seven special wheels with cylindrical free rollers and two passive body axes that can adapt to rough terrain. Seven actuators are located in each wheel; therefore, our vehicle system requires the rotation velocity of each wheel to be coordinated. However, it is difficult to keep such coordination among the wheels— as the vehicle passes over the step, the load applied to the wheel tends to heavy and irregular. Therefore, we propose a new control system for synchronization among the wheels. In this paper, the following two topics are discussed: the load adjustment so as not to exceed the maximum torque of the actuator in some of the wheels and keeping the balance of rotation velocity among the wheels. Our novel control method adjusts the output value by referring to the state of the other wheels. The performance of our system is investigated by means of computer simulations and experiments using our prototype vehicle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile robot technologies are expected to perform various tasks in general environments such as nuclear power plants, large factories, welfare care facilities and hospitals. However, there are narrow spaces with steps and slopes in such environments, and it is difficult for general car-like vehicles to travel around them.

Generally, the mobile vehicle should have flexible mobility for effective task execution. Omni-directional mobility is especially useful for tasks in narrow spaces, because the vehicle can control its position and orientation independently.
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Furthermore, no holonomic constraint enables an omni-directional vehicle to move more quickly and smoothly than a holonomic vehicle [1, 2]. Step-climbing function is also necessary for the mobile vehicle to run over the irregular terrain. Thus, in order to enable the vehicle to run in a general environment that has narrow spaces with a non-flat floor, it is important to have both functions.

In related works, various types of omni-directional mobile robots have been proposed (legged robots, ball-shaped wheel robots, crawler robots, etc.). The legged robots [3, 4] can move in all directions and pass over rough terrain. However, in many cases, the mechanism is complicated and energy efficiency is poor. A robot with ball-shaped wheels can run in all directions [5]; however, it cannot run on rough ground. A special crawler mechanism [6] has also been proposed for the omni-directional mobile robot, but it cannot climb over large steps.

In our previous work, we developed a holonomic omni-directional vehicle with step-climbing ability [7, 8]. Our prototype vehicle utilizes the passive suspension system and also has seven wheels with actuators (DC motors). Thus, our vehicle has redundant actuation and it is important to synchronize the rotation of wheels. However, when the vehicle is climbing steps, a heavy load is applied on the wheels and it is difficult to synchronize them without slipping and blocking. Thus, we proposed a control system that maintains the rotation of each wheel.

When the vehicle passes over rough terrain, it is important that the control system prevents slippage and locking of the wheel. Slippage occurs based on the imbalance between the friction coefficient and driving force. The extraordinary torque to the wheel, which is applied when the vehicle climbs the obstacle, causes the wheel lock and such torque exceeds the permissible torque of the actuator. Therefore, we utilized the traction control approach. Several traction control methods for mobile robots to pass over the rough terrain have already been proposed [9, 10]. These methods only consider the control of a single wheel and do not discuss problems related to synchronization among multiple wheels.

Our proposed control system realizes the passage over irregular terrain. The key idea of our method is that not only the single wheel state, but also the states of multiple wheels are utilized as feedback. We verify the performance of the proposed control method through computer simulations and experiments.

We discuss the mechanical design and the kinematic model of the robot in Section 2. In Section 3, the novel control method is proposed, and we show the implementation and discuss experimental results in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude this paper.

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

2.1. Mechanical design

Figures 1 and 2 show a prototype mobile mechanism [7] and also an advanced prototype vehicle system. The vehicle has seven wheels and each wheel is equipped
Figure 1. Overview of the mechanism.

Figure 2. Prototype vehicle.
with a DC motor. The size of the vehicle is 750 mm (L) \times 540 mm (W) \times 520 mm (H).

The mobile mechanism consists of seven special wheels with free rollers and a passive suspension system. The special wheels consist of 12 cylindrical free rollers (Fig. 3) [11] and generate the omni-directional motion. Generally, running
on structured terrain [12], the energy efficiency of the wheeled mobile system is better than those of the other type of mobile systems (e.g. legged or crawler type). This special wheel helps us to realize omni-directional mobility.

Our mechanism utilizes a passive suspension system that consists of two passive body axes. Thus, the system can adapt the body configuration to rough terrain [12–14]. When the vehicle climbs a step as shown in Fig. 4, the body axis is adjusted passively and changes the body configuration depending on the shape of the ground. No sensors and no additional actuators are required to pass over irregular terrain. In general environments, it is not an easy task to estimate terrain conditions precisely. Our system realizes such an estimate function using only the passive body axis [15].

2.2. Kinematics

The kinematics of the developed vehicle are covered in this section. The coordinates, the length of each link and the rotation speed of each wheel when the vehicle is on a flat floor are defined in Fig. 5.

Here, (1) indicates the wheel rotation velocity \( \omega_i \) when the actuator \( i \) rotates at \( v_i \):

\[
\omega_i = kv_i, \quad (i = 1, \ldots, 7),
\]  

(1)

where \( \omega_i \) is rotation velocity of the wheel \( i \) and \( k \) is gear ratio value of the actuator.

Now we consider the relation between the velocity of the vehicle body and the rotation velocity of each wheel. The rotation velocity of wheel 5 must be equal to the rotation velocity of wheel 1, because wheel 1 and wheel 5 are on the same straight line [16]. The speed of wheel 7 is equal to the speed of wheel 3, too. Thus, (2)–(5) are calculated as follows.

\[
\omega_1 = \omega_5 \quad \text{and} \quad \omega_3 = \omega_7,
\]  

(2)

\[
\dot{x} = \frac{1}{5}(r\omega_1 + r\omega_3 + r\omega_4 + r\omega_5 + r\omega_7),
\]  

(3)

\[
\dot{y} = \frac{1}{2}(r\omega_2 + r\omega_6),
\]  

(4)

\[
\dot{\theta} = \frac{1}{6}\left(\frac{r\omega_1}{R_2} + \frac{r\omega_2}{R_1} + \frac{r\omega_3}{R_2} + \frac{r\omega_4}{R_1} + \frac{r\omega_5}{R_2} + \frac{r\omega_7}{R_2}\right),
\]  

(5)

where \( r \) is the radius of a wheel.

After substituting (1) for (2)–(5), we can get (6) that indicates the relation between the rotation velocity of the wheel \( V = [v_1 \cdots v_7]^T \) and the velocity of vehicle body \( \dot{X} = [\dot{x} \ \dot{y} \ \dot{\theta}]^T \).

\[
\dot{X} = J \cdot V,
\]  

(6)
Figure 4. The process of climbing up a large step.
Figure 5. Coordination and parameters. R1 and R2 are the length of each link.

where $J$ is the Jacobian matrix:

$$J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{kr}{5} & 0 & \frac{-kr}{5} & \frac{kr}{5} & 0 & \frac{-kr}{5} \\
0 & \frac{kr}{2} & 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{kr}{2} \\
\frac{kr}{6R_2} & \frac{kr}{6R_1} & \frac{kr}{6R_2} & 0 & \frac{kr}{6R_2} & \frac{kr}{6R_2}
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

Therefore, the reference value of each actuator can be calculated by the following equation:

$$V = J^+ \cdot \dot{X},
$$

where $J^+$ is pseudo-inverse of Jacobian matrix:

$$J^+ = (J^T J)^{-1} J^T = \frac{1}{kr} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & R_2 \\ 0 & -1 & R_1 \\ -1 & 0 & R_2 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & R_2 \\ 0 & 1 & R_1 \\ -1 & 0 & R_2 \end{bmatrix}.
$$

Thus, the vehicle must synchronize the rotational velocity of each wheel according to (8) and in this paper we propose the control system for synchronization.

3. CONTROL SYTEM

3.1. Problem specification

The vehicle developed has a redundant actuation system using seven wheels. Thus, our system has to synchronize the wheel rotation based on a control reference.
which is calculated by (8). However, when the robot passes over irregular terrain, it is important to consider how to distribute the load to the wheel. There is no synchronization scheme among the wheels and the vehicle loses the balance of the body posture as shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, each wheel has to synchronize with the others when the vehicle runs on rough terrain. In related works, traction control methods for single wheel have already been proposed [10]. However, they do not discuss synchronization control for multiple wheels running on rough terrain. We describe our proposed method in this section.

3.2. Proposed method

In order to coordinate wheel rotation when the vehicle passes over a step, we consider the following points.

- If a extraordinary load is applied to the wheel(s) or the torque reference exceeds the maximum value of the actuator, the control system cannot drive the wheels accurately. Thus, the calculated torque reference value should not exceed the maximum torque value of the actuator.

- The control reference of each actuator is calculated by the kinematics of the wheel as shown in (8). In particular, the rate of wheel rotation velocities affects the posture stability and the advance direction of the vehicle. Therefore, it is important to maintain the rate of the control reference.
In order to fulfill the two criteria mentioned above, if the applied load exceeds the maximum torque, the system reduces the reference to the permissible value maintaining the rate of wheel rotation velocity. This is equivalent to distributing the extraordinary load by suppressing the whole output.

Our proposed control system is shown in Fig. 7. The control value is derived by the PID-based control system (10):

\[
\tau_i = k_pe + k_i \int e\,dr + k_d \frac{de}{dr},
\]

(10)
where \( e \) is the error value of the motor rotation velocity and \( k_p \) is the proportional gain. \( k_i \) and \( k_d \) are the integral gain and the derivative gain for the PID controller, respectively.

The coefficient \( c_i \) is determined by:

\[
c_i = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{r_{\text{max}}}{r_i} & \text{if } r_i > r_{\text{max}} \\
  1 & \text{if } r_i \leq r_{\text{max}} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(11)

where \( r_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum torque of the motor and \( r_i \) indicates the calculated torque value \([i \text{ is the identifier of the actuator (1 \ldots 7)}.\])

The reference torque is determined by (12):

\[
r_{\text{out}}^i = c \times r_i, 
\]  

(12)

where \( c = \min(c_1, \ldots, c_7) \).

Using this method, the controller adjusts the control value for each actuator in the case when extraordinary loading occurs.

3.3. Computer simulation

Here, we verify the performance of our method by computer simulation. When the vehicle passes over rough terrain, the load is applied to each wheel independently. Thus, in this simulation, we confirm that our proposed controller maintains the synchronization among the wheels even if independent loads are applied to them randomly. As initial conditions, the multiple motors are rotating at the same rotation velocity (100 r.p.m.) and the load is applied to each wheel independently. In this simulation, we set three wheels which are referred to as wheels A, B and C and the loads which are applied to them are referred to as loads A, B and C, respectively. The load is expressed by a dumper model and it is adjustable by changing the dumper coefficient. In this simulation, we apply the load to the wheels as follows:

- load A: 0.001 Nm/deg from 5.0 to 7.0 s and 0.003 Nm/deg from 37.0 to 60.0 s
- load B: 0.004 Nm/deg from 14.0 to 52.0 s
- load C: 0.008 Nm/deg from 22.0 to 57.0 s

In general, the maximum torque that the DC motor can generate changes in relation to its rotation velocity. In this case, we assume that the maximum torque of the wheel is decided by (13). This is based on the feature data of the motors which we used for the prototype:

\[
r_{\text{max}} = -1.713v + 196.13, 
\]  

(13)

where \( r_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum torque (mNm) and \( v \) is the rotation velocity (r.p.m.).

The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 8: (a)–(c) shows the rotation velocity of wheels A–C, respectively, and (d) shows the loads applied.

In the first, load A, 0.001 Nm/deg, is applied from 5.0 to 7.0 s. This load is smaller than the maximum torque of the motor and, thus, the rotation velocity is maintained.
Omni-directional vehicle with step-climbing ability

Figure 8. Simulation result. Wheel A (a), B (b), C (c) and applied loads (d).

In the second, load B, 0.004 Nm/deg, is applied at 14.0 s. This load is larger than its marginal value and, thus, the rotation velocity of wheel B falls to the velocity which the motor can keep with the maximum torque. The rotation velocities of wheels A and C converge to the velocity of wheel B.
Load C, 0.008 Nm/deg, is applied at 22.0 s. Therefore, the velocity of motor C slows down from the velocity before the load is applied to the velocity which motor C can rotate at, and the velocities of wheel A and B converge on the velocity of wheel C, thus maintaining synchronization.

Load A, 0.003 Nm/deg, is applied at 37.0 s. However, at this time, load B is the biggest and their velocities do not change. At 57.0 s, load B stops and at this time load A is the biggest. Therefore, the velocities of the three wheels converge on the velocity which motor A can cope with the marginal torque.

As mentioned above, using the proposed method, each controller adjusts the control command to the wheel and recovers synchronization among the wheel.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Here, we show the experiment. The vehicle moves forward at 0.3 m/s and passes over the 5 cm high step. Furthermore, we compare our proposed controller with the general PID controller.

As a result of this experiment, the vehicle can climb up the step more smoothly by our method (Fig. 9). The white points indicate the trajectory of the joint point on the middle wheel and they are plotted at every 0.3 s.

Figures 10 and 11 show the disturbed ratio, i.e. the error ratio of the rotation velocity (a), the slip ratio (b) [14] and the rotation velocity of each wheel (c). The disturbed ratio of wheel rotation and the slip ratio of it are defined by (14) and (15),
respectively:

\[
\dot{d} = \frac{\omega_{\text{ref}} - \omega}{\omega}, \tag{14}
\]

\[
\dot{s} = \frac{r \omega - v_{\text{w}}}{r \omega}, \tag{15}
\]

where \( \omega \) is the rotation speed of the actuator, \( \omega_{\text{ref}} \) is the reference value of rotation velocity, and \( r \) and \( v_{\text{w}} \) indicate the radius of the wheel and the vehicle speed, respectively.

Figures 10 and 11 show only three parameters (front, middle and rear wheel) because our vehicle is symmetric and it passes over the step in forward and backward directions.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we discuss the control system for an omni-directional mobile vehicle with step-climbing ability. We designed a new control method that utilizes the state of all the wheels as a feedback value and holds down the torque reference to the maximum torque of the motor. Using this control method, our proposed control system realizes synchronization among the wheels when the vehicle passes over rough terrain. We implemented the system and verified its effectiveness.
Figure 10. Experimental result of the proposed method. Disturbed ratio of wheel rotation (a), slip ratio of each wheel (b) and rotation velocity of wheel (c).

by simulation and experiment. The error of synchronization decreases, and the disturbed ratio of wheel rotation and the slip ratio are reduced. For future works, we will consider a motion planning method based on environmental information.
Figure 11. Experimental result of the general method. Disturbed ratio of wheel rotation (a), slip ratio of each wheel (b) and rotation velocity of wheel (c).
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